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Internship Proposal

Supervision. Émilie Grienenberger (emilie.grienenberger@ens-paris-sac
lay.fr), Olivier Hermant (olivier.hermant@mines-paristech.fr).
Location. LMF, ENS Paris-Saclay and Centre de recherche en informatique,
Mines Paris (site de Fontainebleau).

Context. Double-negation translations and their extensions, e.g. A-translation,
are used to translate proofs from classical logics, that support the excluded-
middle law, to constructive logics. One of the challenges is, when turning a
classical proof of Theorem T into a constructive proof of Theorem |T |¬,to pre-
serve as much as possible the equality |T |¬ = T .

To this aim, aggressive optimizations of the number of negations introduced
are necessary.

� by Fréderic Gilbert [Gil15], with an optimality proof,

� by Gilles Dowek [Dow16] (and further improvements [BH13]), where the
ocurrences of connectives may be individually chosen to be classical or
intuitionistic,

� appealing to focusing techniques [LM13].

Dedukti is a proof checker that is primarily geared towards proof-assistant
interoperability, making effectively possible sharing among different assistants,
like Coq and Isabelle/HOL. In order to make classical proofs interoperable with
constructive systems, it has implemented an oecumenical logic [BDG+21], that
mixes classicism and constructivism, where each connective can be chosen to be
of classical or constructive nature.

Objectives. The goal of this internship is to improve the double-negation
translations of Dedukti, by following the line defined by Gilbert. This will
require a theoretical study, in particular the impact of such translations on
oecumenical logic, an implementation, and will lead to an increase of the number
theorems and proofs that are of purely constructive nature, eventually enabling
greater interoperability.



Prerequisites. This internship is mostly self-contained and, besides interest
in Computer Science, requires:

� notions of theoretical Computer Science or a good mathematical back-
gound;

� knowledge of a functional programming language.
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